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FULL PROGRAM
- Pre-University Language course (overload)
- Language & Culture 1 & 2, which include French Culture course (Fall & Spring – at IEP or UDS). The Language Package is equal to 1 credit per semester or 2 credit per year.
- 3 University courses each semester
- ICIP – yes (separate from transcript)

SEMESTER PROGRAM
For students at 200 level in French
Pre-University Language and Culture Program (overload)
French Language 1 and 2 (Language instruction at CIEL ) and French Culture course at IIEF or UDS The Language Package is equal to 2 credits.
2 University courses (at UDS, IEP or IIEF)

For students at 300 level or above in French
Pre-University Language and Culture Program (overload)
French Language 1 (Language instruction at CIEL ), additional French language course at UDS (Linguistics preferably) and French Culture course (Fall only) The Language package is equal to 2 credits.
2 University courses (at UDS, IEP)

CREDIT CONVERSION
1 Strasbourg course = 1 HC course

GRADE CONVERSION
14+ A
13- 13.5 A-
12 – 12.5 B+
10 - 11.5 B
8 - 9 B-
7 C+
6 C
5 D
1 - 4 F